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The MIND Project
With thousands of DLs in the web, a user has to select rel-
evant DLs (resource selection), reformulate the query w.r.t.
each DL (schema mapping) and reorganise the different re-
sults (data fusion). The EU project MIND attempts to
overcome these ineffective manual tasks, giving the user the
impression of dealing with a homogeneous multimedia DL,
handling text, facts, images, and speech. All required steps
are done automatically and invisible to a user.

System Architecture
Because of MIND’s modular architecture extending the sys-
tem as well as distributing the components on different ma-
chines is easy. Communication is done via SOAP.

Proxies extend the functionality of the corresponding co-
operating or non-cooperating DL (e.g. cost estimation for
resource selection) and hide the inherent heterogeneity in
federated DLs (e.g. by transforming queries and documents).
With a standard proxy implementation and textual resource
descriptions for library-specific information, new DLs can
be integrated easily, since only a wrapper communicating
with the corresponding DL has to be implemented. Media-
specific work is carried out in media-specific proxy compo-
nents. Following the standard structure of federated sys-
tems, MIND also has a mediating instance, the dispatcher,
for proxy-independent work (e.g. selecting DLs). We kept
the data fuser separate to allow for the use of different im-
plementations.
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Figure 1: The MIND system interface

User interfaces
Different user interfaces (UIs) can be connected to the MIND
backend. Within the project we developed a HTML-based
and two Java-based UIs.

One of the Java UIs presents documents in a graphic 2D
Information Display Space (IDS) (figure 1). The left side
contains the query panel, supporting query specification by
text and visual features, and a single ranked list of result
items ordered by matching score. On the upper right, the
graphic result panel retrieval shows the IDS where results
are associated with icons. In this example, close icons rep-
resent documents returned by the same digital library. Ev-
ery time a document is selected in one of the two result
views, information (text and/or images) about the corre-
sponding document are shown in the document summary
panel (shown on the lower right part of the interface).

Alternatively, documents can be presented in the UI or-
ganised in a topical hierarchical structure, built using com-
plete link hierarchical clustering, where documents can be
browsed in a ”scatter-gather” way. This way of presenting
documents is also very useful to identify document dupli-
cates, which could not be picked up by the data fusion due
to the use of different document identifications. Despite the
retrieved documents being very differently represented (from
full text to title only), the hierarchical clustering appears to
be quite robust.


